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Generating a test database

This is the first chapter of a two part project, aiming at evaluating and
improving the performance of a database. In this chapter, we will learn,
through a case study, how to build a large test database to play with,
when none is available. We will learn different techniques to create data
that look natural, from a small set of real data.
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21.1 Performance evaluation of a database

The ORDERS.db database we have used to learn and practice SQL is particularly
handy for training purpose, notably for two reasons:

– its small size allows us to write and execute queries the result of which can be
fully displayed on a screen or printed on a single page1,

– the data seem to describe real customers and real products (though they don’t);
in other words, these data are realistic. 

The first aspect of this data set also is its main weakness for playing with databases:
its size is not realistic! Many tables of real databases contain millions of rows, if not
billions of them. If we can invent, with a bit of imagination, data for a few dozens of

1. Let’s discard some pathologic queries such as cross joins: the result of select * from
CUSTOMER,CUSTORDER,DETAIL,PRODUCT; does not fit in a single printed page!
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customers and products, then assemble some orders with one to three details, the
task becomes impossible when we try to fill tables with the description of several
hundreds of customers and products. 

In the database realm, size matters when we intend to study query performance.
A query that returns its result set from ORDERS.db in a snap, let us say 100 millisec-
onds, may cost 10 minutes or much more when executed against a real size
database.

Concerns about query execution performance introduce us to database optimi-
zation. This very technical domain generally is reserved to database engineers, who
masters database technology and all its parameters, such as page size, cache,
locking and journalling politics, clustering, and the like. Such issues clearly are
beyond the scope of this book. However, one technical feature is both quite intuitive
and very powerfull, the index, that can dramatically reduce query execution time.
This suggests two interesting questions, that will be addressed in this project: how
to ...

1. ... build a really large database (this chapter), so that one can ...
2. test indexes and evaluate their impact on query execution time (the next chap-

ter).

21.2 Building a large test database

So, we will examine how we can build a database with the same schema as
ORDERS.db, but which comprises millions of rows. Filling such a database requires
large source data sets. There are several ways to collect these data. We mention three
of them:

1. authentic, or actual, data: e.g., extracted from an actual database; 
2. artificial data: values computed via mathematical functions,
3. natural data: generally derived from various independent, possibly authentic,

data items, assembled to form plausible (but not authentic) data rows, that look
natural.

We immediately discard the first technique since the only available database is
ORDERS.db, any subset of a very small database cannot be a large database! In
addition, playing with actual data requires special care as far as privacy is
concerned. We will use a combination of artificial and natural data2 to develop a
family of large test databases with the same schema as ORDERS.db.

Building a database from external data (even if those are not authentic) generally
follows a systematic approach, comprising the following steps:

– selecting the appropriate sources; 

2. Such data are often called synthetic data, as opposed to authentic data (http://en.wiki-
pedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_data)
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– cleaning the data, that is, identifying errors and either fixing them or discarding
erroneous or irrelevant data; 

– transforming the data from these diverse sources into a common format
– merging these data and solving their discrepancies,
– transforming the whole data set into an appropriate standard exchange format.

In this project, we will apply some of these steps, when relevant, though in a rather
informal way. 

21.3 Data generation for the ORDERS.db database

We will select, clean, transform and assemble external and computed data for the
four tables of the database.  For each of them, we will build a data set, in the form of
a row loading script, respectively called CUSTOMER.sql, PRODUCT.sql,
CUSTORDER.sql and DETAIL.sql. These scripts will then be executed through the
procedure of Script 21.1.

 

Script 21.1 - Creation of test database ORDERS2.sql [ORDERS2-create-insert.sql]

In the following sections, we describe several techniques to create natural data from
authentic or artificial sources. Creating a large database may be a complex and
expensive process. The emphasis in this chapter will be on the simplicity and
extendability of the procedure more than on its performance. 

21.3.1 Data set for CUSTOMER table
To build the set of rows for the CUSTOMER table, we first prepare a set of temporary
tables containing value lists for each of its columns (except for column ACCOUNT).
The values will then be combined to produce natural data aggregates in the form of
insert into SQL queries.
We will take care of two important issues concerning the data set produced: 

createOrReplaceDB ORDERS2.db;

create table CUSTOMER(...);
create table PRODUCT(...);
create table CUSTORDER(...);
create table DETAIL(...);

execSQL CUSTOMER.sql;
execSQL PRODUCT.sql;
execSQL CUSTORDER.sql;
execSQL DETAIL.sql;

commitDB;
closeDB;
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1. similarity: the data must comply with some important properties of authentic
data; for instance, some names are more frequent than others, the number of
orders per customer follows a definite distribution function (possibly reduced
to its mean value), the number of monthly orders increases with time, etc. This
is called the statistical model of the data, which should similar to that of au-
thentic data.

2. anonymity: when the data sources provide information about real world enti-
ties (persons, companies, events, etc.), the data sets we intend to build must ga-
rantee the anonymity of the source entities. If DBLP author Hainaut Jean-Luc
will feel uneasy to find his name in a test database, he wouldn’t mind reading
Hainaut Mary and Virgilio Jean-Luc. Though we intend to use real attribute
values, their combinations we will insert in the test database are randomly
built. In short, the elementary values are authentic but their associations are
fictitious. By this way, the authentic data have been anonymized.

The remainder of this section details the procedure applied to produce the row
loading script for table CUSTOMER of the large test database.

A. Names and First names

As opposed to Name colomn values of ORDERS.db, we extend the family names of
the customers with their first names, to get more realistic names. So we must first
collect lists of names and first names.

• The sources

The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography (Digital Bibliography & Library
Project)3 is one of the scientific web sites most visited by computer science authors,
notably to check that all their recent publications have been referenced! DBLP also
is a popular data source. The list of authors, comprising about 110,000 entries, is
available either as an XML file of as a simple text file4. The latter has been down-
loaded and decomposed into a list of names and a list of first names. Two additional
lists have been added, one to the name set5 and the other one comprising female first
names6, to make the DBLP person first name list more gender friendly (similarity
principle). 

Actually, many data sources are provided by national statistics institutions. For
instance, comprehensive lists of patronyms (family names) and first names of
France are made available by INSEE, the French national statistics institute. When
these data are not available (this was the case when writing this chapter) derived
sources can be used as well. For instance, patronyms can be obtained at http://

3. http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
4. http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/AUTHORS
5. http://simple.wikiquote.org/wiki/List_of_people_by_name
6. Source: Bob Baldwin's collection from MIT, augmented by Matt Bishop and Daniel Klein.
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www.geopatronyme.com/cgi-bin/carte/hitnom.cgi?periode=5 and first names at http://
prenoms.doctissimo.fr. 

• Data preprocessing and cleaning

The sources of data are provided as pure text files or in some standard data exchange
format (XLS, CSV, Key-Value, XML or Json most often).When they are available as
as series of web pages, transforming them into loadable data requires some elemen-
tary (though a bit tedious) text processing7.

The raw material extracted from DBLP and other sources is coded in script
_(FIRST)NAMLES.sql.  The data are analyzed and cleaned according to the following
rules:

– A name the first character of which is not a letter is deleted.
– A name the second character of which is not a letter or a single quote is deleted.
– Empty first names are deleted.

– A first name the first character of which is not an uppercase letter is deleted.
– A first name beginning with an abbreviation is deleted.

– When a first name comprises more than one word, only the first word is kept.

Duplicate names and first names are not reduced to preserve their frequency. When
called, this script loads the data in independent tables NAMES and FIRSTNAMES,
that must be declared in the calling script (in this example, gen_CUSTOMERS.sql). It
provides 134,719 names and 104,236 first names.

B. City names

Lists of city names generally are provided by geographic and statistics institutions8.
For consistency reason (administrative organizations are very different from one
country to another one), we have chosen to locate all the customers in USA cities. To
make city names unique, we have suffixed them with their state code.

The full list includes 41,744 city names and is coded in script _CITIES.sql. When
called, this script loads city names in table CITIES, that must be declared in the
calling script (in this example, gen_CUSTOMERS.sql).

7. Standard text processing softwares such as Notepad++ or even MS Word are quite appropriate,
at least for file not larger than 500 MB.
8. Some suggestions: http://www.topix.com/city/list, 
   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Lists_of_cities_in_the_United_States_by_state, 
   http://www.unitedstateszipcodes.org/zip-code-database
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C. Street names
Instead of extracting the streets of each city, which may produce sensitive associa-
tions (anonymization principle), we have built the list of street name from indepen-
dent authentic sources:

– the streets of Brooklyn9,
– a list of London streets the name of which has been changed10; this provides us

with two lists: the old and new names,
– a list of "officially valid STREETS(StreetName) names contained in the City's

GIS Basemap";11 
– various street names from Boston, Chicago, Leeds, London, Manchester, New-

York, Seattle, San F. Bay area, Sydney, Washington; a large set but including
some errors;12 the type of the way is not specified and has been considered to
be street.

The full list includes 100,466 street names and is coded in script
_STREETS.sql.When called, this script loads city names in table STREETS, that
must be declared in the calling script (in this example, gen_CUSTOMERS.sql).

D. Categories
The values for column Cat are built through the cartesian product of a (multi)set13 of
letters and a (multi)set of digits:

letters = {A,A,A,A,A,A,B,B,B,B,C,C,D}
digits = {1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3}

to produce the (multi)set {A1,A1,A1,...,B1,B1,...,B2,B2,...,D3}. We finally add 10% of
null values. The duplicate values allow us to define a non uniform distribution of
values: A1 will be the most frequent value in table CUSTOMER and D3 the less
frequent one (similarity principle).

The full list includes 142 Cat values and is coded in script _CATS.sql. When
called, this script loads city names in table CATS, that must be declared in the
calling script (in this example, gen_CUSTOMERS.sql)

9. http://www.brooklyn.com/modules.php?name=ST
10. http://www.maps.thehunthouse.com/Streets/New_to_Old_London_Street_Name 
     _Changes.htm
11. https://data.sfgov.org/Geographic-Locations-and-Boundaries/Street-Names/6d9h-4u5v
12. http://inventwithpython.com/blog/2011/09/28/list-of-street-names-list-of-last-names/;
      select  file allstreets.txt.
13. a multiset is a collection of elements which are not necessarily distinct
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E. Account
Account numbers are not stored in a temporary table but are computed for each
CUSTOMER row according to the following rule: Account values are whole numbers,
multiple of 20, between -8000 and 2000, with a uniform distribution They are
computed by formula14

abs(random() % 500)*20 - 8000

F. Assembling CUSTOMER rows
The row generator (script gen_CUSTOMERS.sql) uses the five source data sets
created by the column value generators described above. To keep the process clear,
simple and easy to extend, the row generator is based on the following principles:

– The source column values are stored in temporary tables NAMES, FIRST-
NAMES, STREETS, CITIES and CATS by these scripts; these tables are given a
technical id column OID.

– The CUSTOMER rows are developed step by step and stored in temporary table
CUSTOMERS. This table has the same structure as table CUSTOMER, with
additional columns FIRSTNAME and OID, the latter acting as a technical id.

– The skeleton of CUSTOMER rows is derived from the NAMES values, each of
which produces the values of column NAME of a row as well as the values of
OID. 

– This skeleton is augmented by a random selection of the other column values
FIRSTNAME, STREET, CITY, CAT from temporary tables FIRSTNAMES,
STREETS, CITIES and CATS, and by the value of ACCOUNT, which is
computed

– When table CUSTOMERS is filled, the SQL loading script of table CUSTOMER
is generated in file CUSTOMER.sql.

Script 21.2 creates the temporary tables NAMES, FIRSTNAMES, STREETS, CITIES
and CATS, and fills them with the scripts built above. It also creates temporary table
CUSTOMERS in which the final rows will be prepared. Script 21.3 fills temporary
table CUSTOMERS as follows.

– First, the contents of table NAMES is stored one or several times. This number
is specified by parameter CNrun, which is set to 2 in this example. Each run
loads about 134,000 rows. Each name is completed with a first name selectly
randomly in table FIRSTNAMES. This selection is done through a random value

14. According to the syntax of SQLite. random() is a function returning a pseudo-random
signed whole number. % is the modulo arithmetic operator. These functions may be different for
other DBMS. For example, MySQL provides random function rand(), that returns a random
floating point number. Oracle provides function dbms_random.random, similar to SQLite
function (but only available in PL/SQL), and mod(m,n), that returns m modulo n..
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of the technical id OID of table FIRSTNAME (where OID = abs(random()) %
$NFn$).15 

– The values of Street, City and Cat are selected in the same way from tables
STREETS, CITIES and CATS. The value of Account is computed as explained
above.

 

Script 21.2 - Creating and loading the source tables of the row generator
[gen_CUSTOMERS.sql]

15. The exact expression in SQLite is a bit different, due (most probably) to an overzealous opti-
mization of subqueries, through which constant expressions are factorized in order to compute
them only once. The problem is that random() is not a constant expression. The (easy) way to
fix it is to introduce a (seemingly) variable subexpression, as explained in the script.

createOrReplaceDB TEMP.db;

create temporary table NAMES(
       OID       integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       Name      varchar(64));

create temporary table FIRSTNAMES(
       OID       integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       FirstName varchar(64));

create temporary table STREETS(
       OID        integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       StreetName varchar(64));

create temporary table CITIES(
       OID        integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       CityName   varchar(64), StateCode  char(2));

create temporary table CATS(
       OID integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       Cat char(2));

create temporary table CUSTOMERS (
       OID       integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       CustID    char(10),
       Name      char(32),
       FirstName char(32),
       Address   char(60),
       City      char(30),
       Cat       char(2),
       Account   decimal(9,2));

execSQL _(FIRST)NAMES.sql;
execSQL _STREETS.sql;
execSQL _CITIES.sql;
execSQL _CATS.sql;
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– Since Street and City values are arbitrarily assembled, the result may sometimes
be funny. For example, some customers are said to live in Battersea Bridge
street, Columbia (SC). True Londonners will appreciate!

– Through this loading, column OID is automatically filled with distinct integers,
which are further used to build the fixed-length values of column CustID in
Script 21.4. Each value comprises the first letter of the name followed by the
OID value, left padded with zero’s to the minimum length required to store the
largest OID value.16

 

Script 21.3 - Filling temporary table CUSTOMERS [gen_CUSTOMERS.sql]

 

Script 21.4 - Creating CustID values from OID  [gen_CUSTOMERS.sql]

16. Function substr(s,n), when n is negative, returns the last n characters of s.

extract NFn =  select count(*) from FIRSTNAMES;
extract NStr = select count(*) from STREETS;
extract NCit = select count(*) from CITIES;
extract NCat = select count(*) from CATS;

set CNrun = 2;

for I = [1,$CNrun$];
   insert into CUSTOMERS(Name,FirstName,Address,...,Account)
   select  Name,
          (select FirstName from FIRSTNAMES
           where  OID = abs(random()) % $NFn$),
          (select StreetName from STREETS
           where  OID = abs(random()) % $NStr$),
          (select CityName||' ('||StateCode||')' from CITIES
           from   CITIES
           where  OID = abs(random()) % $NCit$),
          (select Cat from CATS
           where  OID = abs(random()) % $NCat$),
          ((abs(random()) % 500)*20 - 8000)
   from   NAMES; 
endfor;

extract Ncus = select count(*) from CUSTOMERS;
compute Ndigits = length(cast('$Ncus$' as char));

update CUSTOMERS
set    CustID = upper(substr(Name,1,1))||"-"
              ||substr('000000000'
              ||cast(OID as char),-$Ndigits$);
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– The last step consists in generating the CUSTOMER loading script. An insert
query is built for each row of CUSTOMERS by Script 21.5 and written in final
script CUSTOMER.sql. 

A short excerpt of this result is shown in Script 21.6.

 

Script 21.5 - Generator for the CUSTOMER table  [gen_CUSTOMERS.sql]

 

Script 21.6 - Excerpts from script CUSTOMER.sql

21.3.2 Data set for the PRODUCT table
We have to create values for four columns: ProdID (primary key), Description, Price
and QonHand. As for CUSTOMER, the primary key values will be built afterwards.
The generation process is quite similar to that of table CUSTOMER, though much
simpler.

A. Description
Product description forms the main part of PRODUCT rows. It contributes most to
the size of the rows (remember that we intend to build a large database). It also is the
most visible: we can assign artificial quantities, prices and product numbers but a

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-Lists.sql;
outputOpen CUSTOMER.sql;

select "insert into CUSTOMER(CustID,...,Account) values('"
      ||CustID||"','"
      ||Name||" "||FirstName||"','"
      ||Address||"',"
      ||City||"','"
      ||case when Cat = "null" then 'null' else "'"||Cat||"'"
        end||","
      ||cast(Account as char)||");"
from CUSTOMERS;

outputOpen console;
execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql;

insert into CUSTOMER
values('D-137512','DeBlois Aaron',
       'Princton street','Concord (PA)','B1',-2380);

insert into CUSTOMER
values('K-140775','Keck Albertao',
       'Aspen Hollow street','Chicago (IL)','A1',-1280);
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product description must look natural. To this aim, we have borrowed product names
from the building material department of a British DIY shop, to keep the same appli-
cation domain as the original ORDERS.db database.

We have extracted about one hundred authentic product names in six categories:
bricks, blocks, lintels, timber, nails and screws. To augment these product sets, each
category is processed in a different way. 

The brick category is tripled by defining three fictitious classes (Class A, Class B,
Class Z) for each product. Blocks have been assigned a density, a model and a color,
lintels a model, a class and a color, timber items a wood variety, nails a metal, and
screws a metal. This generates about 360 product names that look natural.

Then, we consider each product in different sizes and different volumes, both
depending on the category of the product, which generates 120,423 different product
names that still look, for most of them, natural (Figure 21.1). 

These elementary values used to create these descriptions are stored in temporary
tables DESCRIPTIONS, SIZES and VOLUMES.

Engineering Bricks M1 Class A [55x215] SAND (250 P)
Semi-Aerated Block 3.6 N Class Z GREY [200x235] (500 P)
Steel Reinf. Concrete Lintel M20 - Class B White [100x75x1200] (5 P)
Sawn Treated Softwood Timber Birch [40x120x2400] (Pack 100)
Large Head Plasterboard Nail Galvanised [75mm] (200g)
Twin Thread Screws Stainless Steel [6.0x80mm] (500 P)

Figure 21.1 - Some generated product descriptions

B. Product price
Prices are artificially generated by the cartesion product (cross join) of a whole part
(from '0' to '12') and a decimal part ('.0','.5','.6','.8','.9'). The choice of these numbers
reflects the most frequent price patterns in the source web site. These price values
are stored in temporary table PRICES.

C. Quantity on hand
Quantities on hand are artificially generated by the cartesion product of a first digit
(from '1' to '9') and a second part comprising 1 or 2 digits. About 4% of zero quanti-
ties are added. These price values are stored in temporary table QTIES.

D. Assembling PRODUCT rows
The row generator combines the contents of temporary tables DESCRIPTIONS,
SIZES, VOLUMES, PRICES and QTIES to form data rows. These rows are first stored
into temporary table PRODUCTS, where values for Price and QonHand are randomly
selected from tables PRICES17 and QTIES (Script 21.7). In addition, these rows are
automatically assigned a technical id through column OID.
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The PRODUCT loading queries are generated from table PRODUCTS. An
insert query is built for each row of PRODUCT by Script 21.8 and written in final
script PRODUCT.sql. The values of ProdID are built from the value of OID. They are
prefixed by the first two characters of the product category (PType).

A short example of the result is shown in Script 21.14.

 

Script 21.7 - Filling temporary table PRODUCTS  [gen_PRODUCTS.sql]

 

Script 21.8 - Generator for the PRODUCT table  [gen_PRODUCTS.sql]

 

Script 21.9 - Excerpts from script PRODUCT.sql

17. The random selection of prices provides unrealistic associations. For instance, a high volume
of a product may be cheaper than a lower volume. This could be fixed, but at a price!

insert into PRODUCTS 
           (PType,Description,Size,Volume,Price,QonHand)
select D.PType,D.Description,S.Size,V.Volume,
       (select Price from PRICES PP
        where PP.OID = abs(random()) % $NPrice$),
       (select QonHand from QTIES PQ
        where PQ.OID =  abs(random()) % $NQty$)
from   DESCRIPTIONS D, SIZES S, VOLUMES V
where  D.PType = S.PType
and    D.PType = V.PType;

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-Lists.sql;
outputOpen PRODUCT.sql;

select "insert into PRODUCT(ProdID,...,QonHand) values('"
       ||upper(substr(PType,1,2))||"-"
       ||substr('000000000'||cast(OID as char),-$Ndigits$)
       ||"','"
       ||Description||" ["||Size||"] "||Volume||"',"
       ||Price||","||QonHand||");"
from PRODUCTS;

outputOpen console;
execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql;

insert into PRODUCT values('BR-000037','Engineering Bricks M1 
Class A [55x215] RED (100 P)',4.5,119);

insert into PRODUCT values('TI-105053','Planed Whitewood Beech 
[20x60x1200] (Pack 5)',4.5,548);
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21.3.3 Data set for the CUSTORDER table
A CUSTORDER row comprises an order id (OrdID), a customer reference (CustID)
and a date (DateOrd).

The list of registered customers will be stored into temporary table CUSTOMER
(same structure as the standard table + technical id OID to allow random selection)
through the script CUSTOMER.sql we have generated in Section 21.3.1.

A reference list of dates is generated by the small Python program _Dates.py,
shown in Script 21.10. It generates a collection of dates, starting from first date D0
(January 1st, 2000 in this example). The collection comprises DateNbr distinct dates
(5,844, i.e., 15 years, in this example). However, some dates are inserted more than
once, according to the following rule:

1. the full date range is decomposed into one or more equal size periods (RangeN-
br = 4 in this example, that is, about 1,550 consecutive dates per periods),

2. in period 1, dates appear once, in period 2, dates appear twice, in range R, dates
appear r times.

With these parameters, this program generates 14,610 dates, in which the last ones
are the most frequent, which represents a growing activity of the company. Other
distribution rules can be designed, but this one is both realistic and quite easy to
implement. These dates are generated as insert queries in file _DATES.sql, an
SQLfast script that is then executed to load these dates into temporary table DATES. 

 We will base the generation of CUSTORDER rows on the contents of table
DATES, so that the number of daily orders will increase with time. However, 14,610
orders is clearly too small a number for a large database! To augment this number,
while preserving its linear distribution with time, we will generate orders by
extracting the contents of DATES more than once (parameter ONrun). With 100
extractions, we create 1461000 orders, which is fairly decent18.

 We load a preliminary version of CUSTORDER rows in temporary table
CUSTORDERS, as we did for CUSTOMER and PRODUCT rows, but now, we have
an additional contraints: in the real world, orders are received and processed in
chronological order of their arrival. This means that, in the final CUSTORDER table,
the row ordering according to OrdID is also the ordering according to DateOrd.19

Actually, loading the contents of DATES several times in table CUSTORDERS, as
we intend to do, will give rows values of OID, the order of which is not compliant
with that of DateOrd. 

To solve this problem, we create a preliminary temporary table PRE_ORDERS, in
which we load the dates in arbitrary order. In passing, we also add customer refer-
ences by randomly selecting rows from temporary table CUSTOMER (Script 21.11). 

18. ONrun = 350 (with NDpO = 3) is a safe limit for a 32 bit OS when loading data in target data-
base ORDERS2.db. Under a 64 bit system, much larger orders sets can be generated, depending
on the size of the RAM.
19. This expression is a bit loose, since the dates are not unique. Let us say that if we sort the
table by OrdID, the result must also be ordered by DateOrd.
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Then, we  transfer its sorted contents in table ORDERS with an order by
DateOrd clause (Script 21.12). 

 

Script 21.10 - A small Python program generating a list of dates [_DATES.py]

 

Script 21.11 - Creating values for DateOrd and CustID [gen_CUSTORDERS
_DETAILS.sql]

import datetime

D0 = datetime.date(2000,1,1)    # First date
DateNbr = 5844                  # Number of dates
RangeNbr = 4                    # Number of ranges
Step = DateNbr // RangeNbr      # Number of dates per range

fin = open('DATES.sql','w')
for R in range(0,RangeNbr):
    for d in range(Step*R,DateNbr):
        insert = "insert into DATES(DateVal) values('%s');\n"
                 % (D0+datetime.timedelta(d))
        fin.write(insert)
fin.close()

create temporary table CUSTOMER (
       OID     integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       CustID,...,Account);

create temporary table DATES(
       OID     integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       DateVal char(10));

create temporary table PRE_ORDERS(
       CustID  integer,
       DateOrd date);

execSQL CUSTOMER.sql;
execSQL DATES.sql;

extract Ncus = select count(*) from CUSTOMER;

set ONrun = 100;

for I = [1,$ONrun$];
   insert into PRE_ORDERS(CustID,DateOrd)
   select (select CustID from CUSTOMER
           where  OID = abs(random()) % $Ncus$),DateVal
   from DATES D;
endfor;
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Finally, we create OrdID values from the values of OID through a formula already
used for creating CustID and ProdID values.

At this stage, generating the loading script CUSTORDER.sql from the contents of
table CUSTORDERS is straighforward (Script 21.13). Script 21.14 shows an excerpt
of the result.

 

Script 21.12 - Filling temporary table CUSTORDERS with the chronological ordering
[gen_CUSTORDER _DETAILS.sql]

 

Script 21.13 - Generator for the CUSTORDER table [gen_CUSTORDERS
_DETAILS.sql]

 

Script 21.14 - Excerpt from script CUSTORDER.sql

21.3.4 Data set for the DETAIL table
A DETAIL row comprises an order id (OrdID), a product id (ProdID) and a quantity
(Qord).

create temporary table CUSTORDERS(
        OID     integer not null primary key autoincrement,
        OrdID   char(12),
        CustID  char(10),
        DateOrd date);

insert into CUSTORDERS(DateOrd,CustID) 
select DateOrd,CustID
from   PRE_ORDERS
order by DateOrd;

extract Nord = select count(*) from CUSTORDERS;
compute Ndigits = length(cast('$Nord$' as char));

update CUSTORDERS
set OrdID = substr('000000000'||cast(OID as char),-$Ndigits$);

outputOpen CUSTORDER.sql;

select "insert into CUSTORDER(OrdID,CustID,DateOrd) values('"
      ||OrdID||"','"||CustID||"','"||DateOrd||"');"
from CUSTORDERS;

insert into CUSTORDER values('1360556','L-071706','2015-04-24');
insert into CUSTORDER values('1360557','H-227166','2015-04-24');
insert into CUSTORDER values('1360558','I-220860','2015-04-24');
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The previous section has introduced order data in temporary table
CUSTORDERS, from which we can select a row through its OID value. We must in
addition load the data of products in temporary table PRODUCT (with its technical
id OID) through script PRODUCT.sql generated in Section 21.3.2. 

The building of natural data for table DETAIL could follow the procedure for
tables CUSTOMER, PRODUCT and CUSTORDER, for which we relied on a base
data set (respectively names, descriptions and dates). Unfortunately, we have no
such base list of values for DETAIL.20 

We will build the base data set artificially as a sequence of integers, one for each
DETAIL row we intend to create. The simplest and most efficient way to create a
sequence of integers set is through a recursive CTE as shown below for 1000 values:

with DET(N) as
(select 1

    union all
  select N+1 from DET where N < 1000)

In Script 21.15, the main query of the CTE creates, for each value of the list it
defines, a unique couple of random integers, one identifying a CUSTORDER row
and the other a PRODUCT row. These couples are stored in preliminary table
PRE_DETAILS. We decide to assign an average of NDpO = 3 DETAIL rows per
CUSTORDER row ($Nord$ * $NDpO$), that is, a total of 4,380,000 rows. The
distinct clause eliminates duplicates that may be formed through this random
selection.

The DETAIL rows are created and stored in temporary table DETAILS through a
join of table PRE_DETAIL with CUSTORDERS and with PRODUCT to replace OID’s
values with OrdID and ProdID values.

By randomly selecting the couples of PRE_DETAIL, we have created a potential
problem: orders without any detail!  We have two solutions, either we create one
detail for each of them, or we delete them. Since they are fairly rare (5% in this
example), we choose the second action (Script 21.16).

The trace of the execution of the generation process is shown in Figure 21.2.
Some of the figures displayed may seem intriguing, but they can be explained quite
easily

– the loading time of data in PRE_DETAILS (218.7 seconds) is much longer than
the loading time of DETAILS (38.8 seconds). This is surprising since
PRE_DETAILS data are much simpler than DETAILS data, that require two
joins. The difference lies in the distinct clause of the former query (Script
21.15), that involves sorting the data to discard duplicates, an operation that is
quite expensive.21 

20. CUSTOMER, PRODUCT and CUSTORDER are entity tables, in which each row represents
a real or fictitious real world entity. Basically, DETAIL is an association table, in which each row
represents an association between two entities.
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– the generation of file CUSTORDER.sql (about 1,390,000 lines, 119 MB) costs
21 seconds, while the generation of file DETAIL.sql (about 4,380,000 lines, 311
MB) costs 114.2 seconds. The latter file is 3.15 times larger but requires 5.4
time the generation time. The explanation lies in the order by clause of Script
21.17, that also requires sorting the result set.

 

Script 21.15 - Preparing the building of DETAIL rows

 

Script 21.16 - Creating the DETAIL rows

21. Theoretically, file sorting has a complexity O(NlogN). This means that, if sorting 100.000
rows costs 3 seconds, sorting 400.000 rows will cost 4xlog4(4)x3 = 12 seconds, for a 4-way sort.

create temporary table PRODUCT(
       OID     integer not null primary key autoincrement,
       ProdID, ...,QonHand);

execSQL PRODUCT.sql;

create temporary table PRE_DETAILS(
        ORD integer,
        PRO integer);

extract Nord = select count(*) from CUSTORDERS;

set NDpO  = 3;
compute Ndet = $Nord$ * $NDpO$;

with DET(N) as
(select 1
    union all
 select N+1 from DET where N < $Ndet$
)
insert into PRE_DETAILS(ORD,PRO)
select distinct (abs(random()) % $Nord$ + 1),
                (abs(random()) % $Npro$ + 1)
from DET;

create temporary table DETAILS(
        OrdID  char(12),
        ProdID char(10),
        Qord   integer);

insert into DETAILS(OrdID,ProdID,Qord)
select OrdID,ProdID,(abs(random()) % 50 + 1)
from   PRE_DETAILS D, CUSTORDERS O, PRODUCT P
where  O.OID = D.ORD
and    P.OID = D.PRO;

delete from CUSTORDERS
where  OrdID not in (select OrdID from DETAILS);
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Script 21.17 - Generator for the DETAIL table

 

Script 21.18 - Excerpt from script DETAIL.sql

Reference tables CUSTOMER, PRODUCT, DATES loaded in 31.032
- 269438 CUSTOMER rows loaded
- 120423 PRODUCT rows loaded
- 14610 base DATES rows loaded

1461000 rows of table PRE_ORDERS loaded in 8.469
1461000 rows of table CUSTORDERS loaded in 12.547

4382946 rows of table PRE_DETAILS loaded in 218.687
4382946 rows of table DETAILS loaded in 38.797

73011 orders have no detail and will be deleted
1387989 CUSTORDER rows will be generated

Data of CUSTORDER table generated in 21.046
Data of DETAIL table generated in 110.938

Total processing time: 528.703

Figure 21.2 - Trace of the generation of CUSTORDER and DETAIL data. Times are in 
seconds.

21.4 Test data generator for ORDERS2.db

Through the previous steps, we have built the four loading scripts CUSTOMER.sql,
PRODUCT.sql, CUSTORDER.sql and DETAIL.sql., containing the data of the future
test database. The last step consists in creating the table structures of the test data-
base and filling these tables by executing these four scripts. This has been shown in
Script 21.1. The DDL queries are the same as those that created the ORDERS.db
database (Script ORDERS-create.sql in Chapter 4) and have not been detailled here. 

This new database will contain (about) 269,500 CUSTOMER rows, 120,500
PRODUCT rows, 1,390,000 CUSTORDER rows and 4,383,000 DETAIL rows. Its

outputOpen DETAIL.sql;

select "insert into DETAIL(OrdID,ProdID,Qord) values('"
      ||OrdID||"','"||ProdID||"',"||cast(Qord as char)||");"
from DETAILS order by OrdID,ProdID;

insert into DETAIL values('1360556','BR-071714',28);
insert into DETAIL values('1360556','BR-091046',39);
insert into DETAIL values('1360556','TI-102135',35);
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overall size is 357 MB. The four loading scripts have been generated in 561 seconds
(including 529 seconds for files CUSTORDERS.sql and DETAIL.sql) and executed in
501 seconds. The total volume of these four scripts is 473 MB (including 119 MB
for CUSTORDER.sql and  312 MB for DETAIL.sql) and 43.5 MB compressed.

By disabling referential validation22, the loading time falls from 501 to 405
seconds, that is, a gain of 19%. Considering the way the data have been built, this
optimisation is risk-free. 

Creating larger test databases of this kind is quite easy. Indeed, the number of
rows basically depends on four parameters:

– the number of loads of temporary table NAMES in Script 21.3, that defines the
number of CUSTOMER rows (parameter CNrun in Script 21.3); each load
creates a bit more than 134,750 CUSTOMER rows),

– the size of temporary table DATES (parameter DateNbr in Python Script 21.10)
and the number of loads of this table (parameter ONrun in Script 21.11) define
the number of CUSTORDER rows,

– the average number of DETAIL rows per CUSTORDER row (parameter NDpO
in Script 21.15).

Note that increasing the number of names, first names, city names, street names,
categories and products is not necessary to build larger databases.

Architecture of the generation application

Considering the different problems to solve, we have distributed their solutions
across a collection of interrelated scripts, the structure of which is depicted in Figure
21.3.. Hand-written scripts are represented in green and generated scripts in yellow.
Black arcs represents output relationships (e.g., genCUSTOMERS.sql generates
script CUSTOMER.sql). Large grey arcs represent calling relationships (e.g.,
genCUSTOMERS.sql executes script _CITIES.sql)

– The main script is ORDERS2-create-insert.sql. It is in charge of creating the
test database then executing the four data loading scripts CUSTOMER.sql,
PRODUCT.sql, CUSTORDER.sql and DETAIL.sql. Its output is database
ORDERS2.db. Its detail has been shown in Script 21.1.

– Script gen_CUSTOMERS.sql generates script CUSTOMER.sql. It acquires its
base data through calling scripts _(FIRST)NAMES.sql, _CITIES.sql,
_STREETS.sql and _CATS.sql. The algorithms of this script have been shown in
Scripts 21.2, 21.3, 21.4 and 21.5. The script relies on parameter CNrun, speci-
fying the number of times the list of names is inserted to create CUSTOMER
rows.

22. In SQLfast/SQLite: generic PRAGMA foreign_keys = OFF;
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– Script gen_PRODUCTS.sql generates script PRODUCT.sql. The algorithms of
this script have been shown in Scripts 21.7 and 21.8.

– Script gen_CUSTORDERS_DETAILS.sql generates scripts CUSTORDER.sql
and DETAIL.sql. It uses script _DATES.sql to get the order dates. It also reuses
customer data by executing script CUSTOMER.sql and product data by
executing script PRODUCT.sql. The algorithms of this script have been detailed
in Scripts 21.11, 21.12 and 21.13 for CUSTORDER and in Scripts 21.15, 21.16
and 21.17 for DETAIL. The script relies on two parameters, ONrun, the number
of times the list of dates is used to create CUSTOERDER rows, and NDpO, the
average number of DETAIL rows created for each CUSTORDER row. 

– Scripts _(FIRST)NAMES.sql, _CITIES.sql, _STREETS.sql and _CATS.sql
generate elementary natural data sets with which CUSTOMER data are created
and assembled. They ensure their collection, their validation, their cleaning and
their formatting. 

– Script _DATES.py generates, in the form of insert queries (script
_DATES.sql), a list of consecutive dates with the specified degree of duplica-
tion. The detail of this script is shown in Scripts 21.10. It relies on three param-
eters: D0, the first date, DateNbr, the number of distinct dates, RangeNbr, the
number in ranges in which the duplicate dates are created.

Figure 21.3 - Architecture of the test database generator

gen_CUSTOMERS.sql gen_CUSTORDERS_DETAILS.sql gen_PRODUCTS.sql

CUSTOMER.sql CUSTORDER.sql PRODUCT.sqlDETAIL.sql

ORDERS2-create-insert.sql

_STREETS.sql

_CITIES.sql

_(FIRST)NAMES.sql

_DATES.sql

ORDERS2.db

_DATES.py

_CATS.sql
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Database ORDERS2.db described in this project has been generated with the
following parameter assignment:

D0 = 2000-1-1

DateNbr = 5844

RangeNbr = 4

CNrun = 2

ONrun = 100

NDpO = 3

Script 21.19 wraps the whole process into an interactive script to make its use quite
easy (Figure 21.4).
 

Script 21.19 - Parametric generator for a family of ORDERS.db databases
[gen_TEST_DB.sql]

Figure 21.4 - Selecting the parameters for the generation of test database 
ORDERS2.db

set CNrun = 2;
set ONrun = 100;
set NDpO = 3;

ask-u CNrun,ONrun,NDpO = [/bParameters for ORDERS2.db test DB]
                         Number of CUSTOMER runs
                        |Number of CUSTORDER runs
                        |Number of DETAIL per CUSTORDER;
if ('$DIALOGbutton$' = 'Cancel') stop;

execSQL gen_CUSTOMERS.sql;
execSQL gen_PRODUCTS.sql;
execSQL gen_CUSTORDERS_DETAILS.sql;

execSQL ORDERS2-create-insert.sql;
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Notes
These scripts could have been be merged into a (very) large unique SQLfast
script, notably to reduce to some extent the execution time23. However, its struc-
ture would be particularly complex, rigid and unreadable.
Some very large loading scripts may not be processable due to insufficient RAM
size or excessive execution time. In such a case it is recommended to execute
them through the fastExec statement. In script ORDERS2-create-
insert.sql, statement

execSQL Chapter-46/CUSTOMER.sql;

must be replaced by statement

fastExec Chapter-46/CUSTOMER.sql,1,999999999,100000,1,1

The arguments of this statement are the name of the source SQL script, the
selected line range in this script (here from line 1 to line 999,999,999), the
number of lines after which a checkpoint is executed (here 100,000 lines),
whether a commitDB is executed at each checkpoint (here 1 = yes) and whether
a short message is written on the console at each checkpoint. The source script
must comprise SQL queries only.

21.5 What next?

Now that we have a real size database, we can try to test different query families to
understand what makes a database efficient and how to optimize it when we are not
satisfied with its currrent performance. This is the objective of the next chapter.

23. Optimizing a program that is executed only once is not always worth the effort.


